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Résumé
A la suite de Contou Carrere [CC℄, nous onsidérons la résolution de Bott-
Samelson d'une variété de Shubert omme une variété de galeries de l'immeuble
de Tits assoié à la situation. Nous montrons que la lissité rationnelle d'une telle
variété est odée par un sous-espae de l'espae tangent de Zariski appelé, l'espae
tangent ombinatoire. Nous utilisons pour ela une aratérisation de la lissité ra-
tionelle d'une variété de Shubert introduite par Carrell et Peterson [CP℄.
Abstrat
Following Contou Carrere [CC℄, we onsider the Bott-Samelson resolution of a
Shubert variety as a variety of galleries in the Tits building assoiated to the situa-
tion. We prove that the rational smoothness of a Shubert variety an be expressed
in terms of a subspae of the Zariski tangent spae alled, the ombinatorial tan-
gent spae. For this, we use a haraterization of rational smoothness of a Shubert
variety introdued by Carrell and Peterson [CP℄.
2000 Mathematial Subjet Classiation : 14M15
Keywords : Shubert varieties, Bott-Samelson resolution, Building, Galleries, Ra-
tional smoothness.
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1 Introdution
In this paper, we introdue a ombinatorial tool in the study of the singular lous
of a Shubert variety, alled the ombinatorial tangent spae. This spae is built
from a Bott-Samelson resolution of suh a variety and is extrated from the work
of Contou Carrere [CC℄. Using a ombinatorial result of Carrell and Peterson [CP,
Theorem C℄ whih haraterizes, via the Kashdan-Lusztig polynomials, the rational
smoothness of a Shubert variety, we show our main result (Setion 4, Theorem 4):
Theorem. The Shubert variety Σ(B,w) is rationally smooth at a T−xed point
x = u(P ) if and only if for all u ≤ v ≤ w, the dimension of the ombinatorial tangent
spae of Σ(B,w) at v(P ) is equal to the dimension of the variety.
Here is an outline of the paper, in §2, we state some denitions and some ombi-
natorial settings. In partiular, we reall from [CC℄, the universal Shubert sheme
and the onstrution of the Bott-Samelson variety as a variety of galleries in the
Tits building assoiated to any semi-simple (adjoint) group G. In §3, we give the
denition of the ombinatorial tangent spae and state some of these properties. In
§4, we relate expliitly the ombinatorial tangent spae and the rational smooth-
ness of a Shubert variety. And we show how this spae is onneted to the set of
T−invariant urves in suh a variety.
Althought the onstrution of the ombinatorial tangent spae of a Shubert
variety is presented here in the theory of semi-simple groups, this onstrution is still
valid in the more general setting of Ka-Moody groups and their Shubert varieties
[G℄. Indeed, in this ontext, Bott-Samelson and Shubert varieties an be dened
[Ma℄ and they have a ombinatorial interpretation, of ourse, by taking into aount
the building assoiated to suh a group. The notion of "épinglage" (f. Setion 2
below) does not exist for a Ka-Moody group G, but we still have a basis (innite this
time) of the tangent spae of G/B at any T−xed point (given by the presentation
of the Ka-Moody algebra). Moreover, the haraterization of rational smoothness
we use generalizes to this ase ([KL℄ and [C1℄). So does our main result : the rational
smoothness of the Shubert varieties is haraterized by the ombinatorial tangent
spae.
This approah, i.e. studying the smoothness of a Shubert variety via the Bott-
Samelson resolution (viewed as variety of galleries), follows the work of Contou
Carrere [CC℄. And it has many others appliations, some of them ould be found in
my Ph. D. thesis [G℄ that I am working out at Université Monpellier 2 (Frane).
I would like to thank my supervisor, C. Contou Carrere, for his guidane through
these topis. I also thank Ph. Elbaz-Vinent and P. L. Montagard for their omments
and their areful readings of the manusript and Ph. Malbos for his initiation into
Pstriks.
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2 Settings and Denitions
In this setion, we use partially the notations of [SGA3℄ and we present the Shubert
variety, following Contou Carrere [CC℄, in a non usual way, whih is quite near from
the point of view of Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL℄.
Let G = (G,T,M,R) be a semi-simple (adjoint) split group over an algebraially
losed eld k. That is, T is a maximal torus of G, M is an abelian group suh that
Homk−gr
(
T,Gm(k)
)
≃Mk and R is a root system of (G,T ). We have the following
deomposition of G = Lie(G) under the T−adjoint ation :
G = T ⊕
⊕
α∈R
Gα,
where the Gα's are one dimensional vetor spaes.
Let ε = (R0, {Xα}α∈R0) be an épinglage of G. That is, we hoose a set R0 of
simple roots in R (this hoie orresponds to the hoie of a Borel subgroup B of G
suh that T ⊂ B ⊂ G) and for eah α ∈ R0, we hoose Xα a generator of the vetor
spae Gα.
Let W = NormG(T )/T denote the Weyl group of (G,T ) and let S be a set of
generators of W adapted to the hoie of B ⊂ G (in partiular, there is a bijetion
between R0 and S, we thus index the elements of S by simple roots). Moreover, for
a part t of S, Wt ⊂W is the subgroup of W generated by {sα}α∈t.
2.1 Universal Shubert Sheme
Following [CC, Part I, §4℄, we introdue the universal Shubert sheme, we refer to
this work for more details and a full desription of these notions.
For any set E, P(E) stands for the set of all his parts. Let Par(G) denote the
k−variety of all the paraboli subgroups of G. Herewith the épinglage of G, we
get a deomposition of this variety:
Par(G) =
∐
t∈P(R0)
Part(G),
where Part(G) is dened as the variety of paraboli subgroups of type t. The variety
of Borel subgroups of G is then Bor(G) = Par∅(G).
Let Σ denote the variety Par(G)×k Par(G). The group G ats diagonally on Σ
and the quotient is denoted by t.st = Σ/G. This is the onstant k−sheme :
∐
t,t′∈P(R0)
Wt\W/Wt′ .
In the sequel of what we wrote, we an dene an immersion :
Σ →֒ Par(G)×k t.st×k Par(G),
and state the following denition.
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Denition 1. We all Σ the universal Bruhat ell and Σ, the sheme theoreti image
of Σ in Par(G)×k t.st×kPar(G) by this immersion, is alled the universal Shubert
sheme.
Remark 1. If we x a paraboli subgroup P of type tP suh that P ⊃ B, where B
is the Borel subgroup of G given by the épinglage, and an element w ∈ W/WtP ,
then by taking bres in the previous denition, we reover the Bruhat ell Σ(B,w)
and the Shubert variety Σ(B,w) :
Σ(B,w) →֒ {B} × {w} × PartP (G) ≃ G/P.
The ell Σ(B,w) is the variety of paraboli subgroups of type tP of G in relative
position w with B and Σ(B,w) is the variety of paraboli subgroups of type tP of
G in relative position u with B for u ≤ w in W/WtP (here ≤ represent the relative
Chevalley-Bruhat order).
In the following, we will only onsider Shubert varieties in PartP (G) ≃ G/P ,
where P ⊃ B is a paraboli subgroup of G of type tP .
2.2 Tits Building
Now, let us go into a suint desription of a ombinatorial objet naturally asso-
iated to a semi-simple group, the Tits building (atually, this onstrution is valid
without any hypothesis on the ground eld k).
We denote by ∆(G) the set of all paraboli subgroups of G ordered by the oppo-
site relation of the inlusion between paraboli subgroups. This operation endowes
this set with a struture of simpliial omplex. The variety Par(G) and the omplex
∆(G) have the same underlying set, but dierent strutures.
As we have xed a maximal torus, T ⊂ G, we an dene a subomplex A
assoiated to T , alled an apartment, as follows :
A = {P ∈ Par(G), T ⊂ P},
if P ∈ A then there exists a paraboli subgroup Q ontaining B and n ∈ N =
NormG(T ) suh that P = nQn
−1
.
And the building an be expressed as ∆(G) = G×A/ ∼ where ∼ is the equiva-
lene relation :
(x, P ) ∼ (x′, P ′)⇔
{
P = P ′
x−1x′ ∈ P.
For eah maximal torus in G there is an apartment orresponding to it and in order
to reover ∆(G) we paste all these subomplexes with respet to the equivalene
relation ∼. This desription of ∆(G) as a union of apartments provides a better
handing to deal with the building.
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Elements of∆(G) are alled faes, to eah paraboli subgroup P ofG is assoiated
a fae, denoted by FP . A hamber of ∆(G) is a maximal fae. The hambers are
assoiated to the Borel subgroups of G.
The group W ats on the faes of A and in a simply transitively way on the set
of all the hambers of A. Moreover, we an dene a distane between two hambers
of A :
d(C,C ′) = l(wCC′),
where wCC′ is the element of W whih maps C to C
′
and l(w), for w ∈ W is the
length of any redued deomposition of w.
To eah fae FP ontained in the hamber FB , we assoiate its type :
typ(FP ) = t ⊂ S,
where t is dened by Wt = StabW (FP ). Therefore, we get typ(FB) = ∅ sine
StabW (FB) = {1} =W∅. The ation of W allows us to dene the type of eah fae
of A. Moreover, thanks to the retration of ∆(G) onto A with entre FB [T, 3,3,
p.42℄, we an dene the type of all the faes (as there is a bijetion between R0 and
S, the two notions of type mentionned are the same).
The set of types, denoted by typ
(
∆(G)
)
is still a omplex and typ : ∆(G) →
typ
(
∆(G)
)
is a morphism of omplex.
A folding of A is an idempotent and type preserving morphism of omplex φ :
A → A suh that eah hamber C belonging to φ(A) is the image of exatly two
hambers of whih itself [T, 1,8, p.7℄. The image of a folding φ(A) is alled a root of
A.
If α is a root of A, we dene Mα, the wall assoiated to α, as the subomplex of A
omposed by the faes F suh that there are two adjaent hambers C and C ′ (i.e.
C ∩C ′ is a odimension 1 fae of C and of C ′) with C ∈ α,C ′ 6∈ α and F ⊂ C ∩C ′.
If we look at a graphi representation of A as the root system of (G,T ) (for
instane see [BOU, Planhe X℄), the roots orrespond to the roots of (G,T ) and the
walls orrespond to the hyperplans related to the reetions. To eah wall Mβ in A,
we an assoiate two foldings φβ and φ−β , orresponding to the roots β and −β.
Moreover, we say that a folding φ is towards a hamber C if C belongs to the
image of φ. For example, the foldings towards FB are indexed by the positive roots.
2.3 Generalized Galleries
The notion of gallery that we are using is a bit more general than the one presented in
Tits' book [T℄. So, in order to make a dierene, we will use the expression g−gallery
to denote suh a gallery.
Denition 2 ([CC, Part I, §2℄). Let (E,<) be an ordered set. A sequel (en, ..., e0)
of elements of E is a g−gallery if those elements t into one of the following situa-
tions :
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(en > en−1 < · · · > e1 < e0)
(en < en−1 > · · · > e1 < e0)
(en > en−1 < · · · < e1 > e0)
(en < en−1 > · · · < e1 > e0).
For example, let g be a g−gallery of ∆(G) of whih faes verify the following
inidene relations :
g = (Fr ⊃ F
′
r ⊂ Fr−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ F
′
1 ⊂ F0 ⊃ F
′
0).
We dene the type of g to be the g−gallery of types τ :
τ = typ(g) = (tr ⊂ t
′
r ⊃ tr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ t
′
1 ⊃ t0 ⊂ t
′
0),
where eah ti (resp. t
′
j) is the type of the orresponding fae.
Atually, g orresponds to a onguration of paraboli subgroups verifying the
following inlusions :
g = (Qr ⊂ Pr ⊃ Qr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ P1 ⊃ Q0 ⊂ P0),
where the Qj 's are of type tj and the Pi's, of type t
′
i.
Denition 3. If Fr and F
′
0 are two faes of A (resp. of ∆(G)), we denote by
Γ(A, τ, Fr, F
′
0) (resp. Γ(∆(G), τ, Fr , F
′
0))
the nite set (resp. the set) of all g−galleries ontained in A (resp. in ∆(G)), of
type τ , of soure Fr and of target F
′
0.
Now, we present the notion of minimality for g−galleries.
For two faes F and F ′ of A suh that F ′ ⊂ F , we denote by MF ′(F ) the set of
walls M suh that F ′ ∈M,F 6∈M .
Denition 4 ([CC, Part I, §5℄). A g-gallery γ = (Fr ⊃ F
′
r ⊂ Fr−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ F
′
1 ⊂
F0 ⊃ F
′
0) ∈ Γ(A, τ, Fr, F
′
0), between the hamber Fr = FB and the fae F
′
0 is said to
be minimal if :
i) for r ≥ i ≥ 1 the sets MF ′i (Fi−1) are disjoint ;
ii) M(FB , F
′
0) = ∪r≥i≥1MF ′i (Fi−1), where M(FB , F
′
0) denote the set of walls
whih separate FB from F
′
0.
For a disussion on further properties of minimal g−galleries, we refer to [CC℄.
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2.4 Chamber Galleries
Denition 5. A g-gallery g = (Fr ⊃ F
′
r ⊂ Fr−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ F
′
1 ⊂ F0 ⊃ F
′
0) is alled a
hamber g-gallery if
i) for r ≥ i ≥ 0, Fi is a hamber ;
ii) for r ≥ j ≥ 1, F ′j is a fae of odimension 1 in Fj and Fj−1.
The hamber g−galleries are nearly galleries in the sense of Tits [T℄, exept that
we allow their target fae to be of any type (instead of being a hamber). By the
way, we will make the abuse of language and all our g−galleries, simply galleries.
So, the minimality of a hamber gallery g is expressed in the same way as in [T℄.
Keeping the notations as in denition 5, g is minimal if :
i) for r ≥ i ≥ 1, Fi and Fi−1 are adjaent hambers inside A ;
ii) #M(FB , F
′
0) = r.
Now, if we x τ = (tr ⊂ t
′
r ⊃ tr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ t
′
1 ⊃ t0 ⊂ t
′
0) a minimal hamber
gallery type, then ti = typ(B) = ∅ for r ≥ i ≥ 0 and t
′
j = {sij} where sij ∈ S is a
generator of W and t′0 is any type. The word sir · · · si1 built with these reetions,
is a redued deomposition of an element of W .
More preisely, we have the following
Proposition 1. i) We keep the notations and τ is xed as above. If Fr and F0 are
two hambers of A suh that d(Fr, F0) = r ≥ 0 and F
′
0 is the fae of type t
′
0 ontained
in F0, then Γ(A, τ, Fr, F
′
0) = {γw} is redued to a single element.
ii) For any type tP (tP is the type of a paraboli subgroup P ⊃ B), the on-
strution above states a bijetion between minimal hamber gallery types and redued
deompositions of minimal length oset representatives of the lasses in W/WtP .
We dene an operation on the galleries of Γ(A, τ, Fr,−) by applying to all the
faes of a gallery a folding towards Fr. Therefore, all these galleries an be obtained
from γw, by a nite number of foldings towards Fr.
2.5 Conguration Variety
Now, we use the ombinatorial setting of the building and of the galleries to desribe
the Bott-Samelson variety.
Let P ⊃ B be a paraboli subgroup of G and let w ∈ W/WtP . Also, let w
denote the element of minimal length in w, and let w = sir · · · si1 be a redued
deomposition of w, denoted by i = (ir, ..., i1).
In the rest of this paper, w will always mean this element.
We x F ′0 = Fw(P ), where w(P ) stands for wPw
−1
. Let
τi = (tr ⊂ t
′
r ⊃ tr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ t
′
1 ⊃ t0 ⊂ t
′
0)
be the type of hamber gallery in A between FB and Fw(P ) assoiated to the redued
deomposition i, that is t′j = {sij}, for r ≥ j ≥ 1 and t
′
0 = tP . The type τi is therefore
a minimal hamber gallery type.
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Denition-Proposition 1 ([CC, Part I, §6℄). The onguration variety
CONFτi(G)B is dened as the subvariety of the produt
Π(τi) =
∏
r≥i≥0
Parti(G)× Part′i(G)
whih onsists of all the ongurations of paraboli subgroups of the form :
g = (Br ⊂ Pr ⊃ Br−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ P1 ⊃ B0 ⊂ P0),
where Br = B and typ(g) = τi.
As we saw it before, these ongurations are the hamber galleries in ∆(G), of
type τi and of soure FB .
To eah gallery g ∈ Γ(∆(G), τi, FB ,−), we assoiate its target whih is a fae of
type t′0 = tP , assoiated to a paraboli subgroup in relative position u with B, for
u ≤ w in W/WtP . Thus, we obtain a morphism of variety :
π : CONFτi(G)B → Σ(B,w).
Beside, from the deomposition i = (ir, · · · i1), we an onstrut the Bott-
Samelson variety Σˆ(B, τi) = Pir ×B · · · ×B (Pi1/B), where for r ≥ j ≥ 1, Pij =
BsijB∪B is the unique paraboli subgroup of type t
′
j ontaining B (see for example
[De, §3, Denition 1℄). We denote by [xr, ..., x1] the k−points of this variety.
Proposition 2 ([CC, Part I, §6℄). The morphism
f : Σˆ(B, τi)→ CONFτi(G)B
dened in the following way, is an isomorphism :
f([xr, · · · , x1]) = (Br ⊂ Pr ⊃ Br−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ P1 ⊃ B0 ⊂ P0)
where
Bi = xr · · · xi+1B(xr · · · xi+1)
−1
, for r − 1 ≥ i ≥ 0,
Pj = xr · · · xj+1Pij (xr · · · xj+1)
−1
, for r − 1 ≥ j ≥ 1,
Br = B and P0 = xr · · · x1P (xr · · · x1)
−1
.
Thus, we arrive to the well-known
Theorem 1 ([Ha℄, [De℄, [CC, Part I, §6℄). The ouple
(
CONFτi(G)B , π
)
is a
smooth equivariant resolution of the Shubert variety Σ(B,w), alled the Bott-Samelson
resolution.
In partiular, π is a birational proper morphism.
Remark 2. Demazure [De℄ and Hansen [Ha℄ have rst shown independently that
the Bott-Samelson variety is a smooth resolution of the shubert variety, but Contou
Carrere [CC℄ enuniates this theorem in the more general setting of the universal
Shubert sheme over any base sheme.
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3 Combinatorial Tangent Spae
From now on, we will denote the onguration variety as the Bott-Samelson variety
by Σˆ(B, τi). And we will all the galleries of Γ(A, τi, FB ,−), ombinatorial galleries.
Furthermore, we will use freely the two writings of galleries i.e. γ = [γr, ..., γ1] =
(FB = Fr ⊃ F
′
r ⊂ Fr−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ F
′
1 ⊂ F0 ⊃ F
′
0). Let us remark that γ = [γr, ..., γ1]
is a ombinatorial gallery i γj = sij or γj = 1.
3.1 The tangent spae at γ of Σˆ(B, τi)
Let Q ⊃ T be a paraboli subgroup of G. As G is épinglé, we know that Lie(Q) =
T ⊕
(⊕
α∈RQ
Gα
)
, where RQ is the set of roots of (Q,T ) and where Gα =< Xα >.
If x denote the k−point of PartQ(G) given by Q, then
TxPartQ(G) ≃ Lie(G)/Lie(Q) =
⊕
α∈R\RQ
Gα.
Let τi = (tr ⊂ t
′
r ⊃ tr−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ t
′
1 ⊃ t0 ⊂ t
′
0) be the type of a minimal hamber
gallery given by a xed redued deomposition of w ∈ w. Let also γ = (FBr ⊃
FPr ⊂ FBr−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ FP1 ⊂ FB0 ⊃ FP0) denote a gallery of Γ(A, τi, FB , Fu(P )),
where u ≤ w in W/WtP (P0 = u(P ) = uPu
−1
).
From the denition-proposition 1, we dedue that TγΣˆ(B, τi) is a vetor subspae
of the produt :
P(γ) =
(
G/Lie(Br)× G/Lie(Pr)
)
× · · · ×
(
G/Lie(B0)× G/Lie(P0)
)
.
Now, we explain, following [CC, Part II, §5℄ how to onstrut a basis of this vetor
spae.
Let E(τi) = {tr, t
′
r, tr−1, · · · , t
′
1, t0, t
′
0} be the set of types whih appears in τi
totally ordered by the reading order (i.e. tr ≥ t
′
r ≥ tr−1 · · · ). Let
E(τi) =
∐
θ∈E(τi)
{θ} × (R \Rθ) where Rθ =
{
RBi if θ = ti
RPj if θ = t
′
j .
We dene an equivalene relation ∼ on E(τi) :
(θ, α) ∼ (θ′, α′)⇔
{
α = α′
α ∈ (R \Rθ) ∩ (R \Rθ−1) ∩ · · · ∩ (R \Rθ′) (θ ≥ θ
′).
Dene B(γ) = E(γ)/ ∼ and B(γ,B) = {C ∈ B(γ), C ∩
(
{tr} × (R \ RB)
)
= ∅}.
For C ∈ B(γ,B), denote XC the element of P(γ) with θ−omponent equals to Xα
if (θ, α) ∈ C and 0 otherwise.
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Proposition 3 ([CC, Part II, §5℄). The set of vetors {XC}C∈B(γ,B) is a basis of
TγΣˆ(τi, B).
Remark 3. For C ∈ B(γ,B), a vetor XC has the form :
XC =
(
(0, 0), ..., (0, 0),Xα , ...,Xα, 0, 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
eventually
)
.
3.2 Combinatorial Tangent Spae
Let x be the k−point of Σ(B,w) given by a paraboli subgroup of type tP ontaining
T . That is x = u(P ) for u ≤ w in W/WtP . Let us denote Γ = Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx),
the nite set of galleries in A, of type τi, of soure FB and of target Fx. These
ombinatorial galleries are the T−xed points of the bre Σˆ(B, τi)x = π
−1(x) (we
shall disuss more preisely this point in setion 4).
Denition 6. The ombinatorial tangent spae, T cxΣ(B,w), is the vetor subspae
of Σ(B,w) generated by the union of the images of tangent spaes TγΣˆ(B, τi) for all
γ ∈ Γ,
T cxΣ(B,w) =
〈 ⋃
γ∈Γ
Tγπ
(
TγΣˆ(B, τi)
)〉
.
This is a vetor subspae of Lie(G)/Lie(u(P )) =
⊕
α∈R\Ru(P )
Gα and by on-
strution we know a basis of it, omposed by the Xα with α ∈ R \ Ru(P ), whih
omes from a XC , suh that XC =
(
(0, 0), ..., (0, 0),Xα , ...,Xα
)
.
So, T cxΣ(B,w) =
⊕
α∈Rx
Gα, where Rx ⊂ R \ Ru(P ) denes the ombinatorial
tangent spae as a T−weighted subspae of Lie(G)/Lie(u(P )).
We give here some denitions to understand how a gallery will ontribute to the
onstrution of the ombinatorial tangent spae.
From now on, we will only onsider galleries inside A.
Denition 7. A bend (FB′ , FP ′) is a gallery of the form FB′ ⊃ FP ′ ⊂ FB′ , where
FB′ is a hamber of A and FP ′ is a odimension 1 fae of FB′ arried by a wall Mβ′ .
Remark 4. A generator vetor Xβ of T
c
xΣ(B,w) omes from a gallery γ ∈ Γ and
β is assoiated to a wall Mβ of A. Two ases arise
1) γ rosses Mβ in suh a way that Xβ appears in the last omponent of a XC ,
C ∈ B(γ,B) (this is the ase for all the walls separating FB from Fx);
2) γ ontains a bend (FB′ , FP ′) where FP ′ is arried by Mβ , again in suh a way
that Xβ appears in the last omponent of an XC , C ∈ B(γ,B). Suh bends are alled
generating bends.
A hamber gallery whih ontains no bend is minimal, and it rosses one and
only one time eah wall whih separates its soure from its target.
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As an example, let us suppose that G is the simple group of type B2 and let
us take P = B the "standard" Borel subgroup and w = sαsβsα in the Weyl group
whih is the dihedral group generated by sα and sβ. Let us denote by Pα (resp. Pβ)
the unique paraboli subgroup of type {sα} (resp. {sβ}) ontaining B.
The following gure shows the graphi representation of the apartment A asso-
iated to the "standard" torus T ⊂ B and of the root system of type B2. We draw
the eight ombinatorial galleries of Γ(A, τi, FB ,−) (τi is the type assoiated to the
redued deomposition w = sαsβsα) as urves in the graphi representation of A.
For example γ00 is the unique gallery of type τi ontained in the hamber FB , so its
urve stay inside the hamber while bending the walls orresponding to the faes
FPα and FPβ . And the urve orresponding to γαβ = [sα, sβ , 1] =
(
FB ⊃ FPα ⊂
Fsα(B) ⊃ Fsα(Pβ) ⊂ Fsαsβ(B) ⊃ Fsαsβ(Pα) ⊂ Fsαsβ(B)
)
follows the faes whih appear
in its seond writing. And so on for the other galleries. The bullet at the beginning
of eah urve stands for the soure of the gallery and the arrow at the end shows
the diretion and the target.
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As we an see on this piture, if x = sαBsα, the ombinatorial tangent spae
T cxΣ(B,w) admits the basis {X−β ,X−2α−β ,Xα}. And these generators are all given
by generating bends of the two galleries of Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) =
{
γ1α, γ
2
α
}
.
On the other hand, if x = sαsβ(B) = sαsβB(sαsβ)
−1
, then TxΣ(B,w) =
T cxΣ(B,w) =< Xα,X2α+β ,X−α−β >. This time, the two rst generators are given
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by the fat that γαβ rosses the wallsMα andM2α+β and the third by the generating
bend (Fsαsβ(B), Fsαsβ(Pα)).
It seems that T cxΣ(B,w) depends on the hoie of a type τi, i.e. on the hoie of
a redued deomposition of w, but it is not the ase.
Proposition 4. The ombinatorial tangent spae T cxΣ(B,w) is independent from
the hoie of the redued deomposition of w.
Proof. Take two deompositions i and j of w. The deomposition j an be ob-
tained from i by the ation of an element of the generalized braid group. This
element an be written as a nite sequene of generalized braid relations. So, it
sues to show that generators of T cxΣ(B,w) are the same if we alulate them
with i or with a transform of i by a generalized braid relation rt. Let j = rt(i), the
relation rt indues a T−equivariant isomorphism of variety
frt : Σˆ(τi, B)
≃
−→ Σˆ(τj , B),
(hene, frt
(
Γ(τi)
)
= Γ(τj)). Let Xβ be a generator of T
c
xΣ(B,w) oming from
γ ∈ Γ(τi). Whether γ ontains a minimal hamber gallery δ whih rosses Mβ, then
frt(γ) will ontain frt(δ) whih still rosses Mβ. Whether β is given by a generating
bend µ of γ, again frt(µ) will be a generating bend of frt(γ) and will still give Xβ
as a generator of T cxΣ(B,w). So, in the two ases, proposition holds.

In the following, we will study more losely the set Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) of all the
ombinatorial galleries above Fx. This will allow us to show a pleasant property of
the ombinatorial tangent spae. In order to do that, we need some denitions.
Denition 8. Let γ = [γr, ..., γ1] = (FB = Fr ⊃ F
′
r ⊂ Fr−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ F
′
1 ⊂ F0 ⊃
F ′0) ∈ Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx). A bukle of γ is a sub-gallery of γ of the shape
b = (F ′j ⊂ Fj−1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ F
′
i+1 ⊂ Fi ⊃ F
′
i ),
where r ≥ j > i ≥ 0, suh that F ′j and F
′
i are two faes of the same wall M
b
and
suh that all the hambers Fl, for j − 1 ≥ l ≥ i, are on the same side of M
b
.
If all the reetions sij that ompose the gallery of types τi are distint (inluding
those given by the type tP ) then any gallery γ of Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) does not ontain
any bukle. Furthermore, any minimal gallery does not ontain any bukle neither.
Atually, if all the walls met by a gallery γ, M(γ) =
{
Mβr , ...,Mβ1 , {Mx(ν)}sν∈t
}
,
are distint, then γ does not ontain any bukle.
Moreover, a bukle of a ombinatorial gallery ontains at least one bend (De-
nition 7).
Denition 9. We say that a bukle b of a gallery γ is maximal if all the bukles of
γ on the wall Mb are ontained in b (i.e. are sub-galleries of b).
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Now, we desribe the set Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) using an operation analogous to the
one that allowed us to desribe the set Γ(A, τi, FB ,−) in the setion 2.4.
Denition 10. A part-folding φ of a ombinatorial gallery γ ∈ Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx)
whih ontains a bukle b is the following operation. We take the part of γ de-
termined by b and we replae it by its image by the reetion sMb assoiated to the
wall Mb. We thus obtain a new ombinatorial gallery φ(γ) ∈ Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx).
Further, we say that the part-folding φ is towards FB if all the hambers of the
new bukle sMb(b) and FB are on the same side of M
b
.
The set Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) is invariant by part-foldings (x = u(P )). Let us denote
γu,w ∈ Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) (1)
the unique gallery obtained from any other gallery of Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) by applying the
maximum of part-foldings towards FB . This gallery orresponds to the unique way to
onstrut a redued sub-deomposition of u from the hosen redued deomposition
of w by taking the reetions whih dene u the most possible towards the right.
So, we an reover all the ombinatorial galleries above Fx by applying some
part-foldings opposed to FB (i.e. FB does not belong to the image of the assoiated
folding) to γu,w. For example, if u = 1, γ1,w is equal to γ0 = [1, ..., 1], the unique
gallery of type τi ontained in the hamber FB and all the galleries having F1 ⊂ FB
as target an be obtained from γ1,w thanks to part-foldings opposed to FB .
The gallery γu,w arries all the generator vetors of the ombinatorial tangent
spae T cxΣ(B,w).
Proposition 5. Still keeping the same notations,
dimT cxΣ(B,w) ≥ r = dimΣ(B,w).
Proof. Set γu,w = [xr, ..., x1] ∈ Pir ×B · · · ×B (Pi1/B). Reall that the set of all
the walls met by γu,w is denoted M(γu,w) =
{
Mβr , ...,Mβ1 , {Mu(ν)}sν∈t
}
, where
βj = xr · · · xj(αkj ) and u = xr · · · x1.
Let us suppose that all the walls met by γu,w are not distint (otherwise Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) =
{γu,w} and we have dimT
c
xΣ(B,w) = r).
On one side, let T (γu,w) ⊂ {Mβr , ...,Mβ1} denote the set of walls rossed by
γu,w, i.e. walls whih separate FB from Fx. Then #T (γu,w) = l(u) and γu,w never
rosses again one of these walls, otherwise γu,w would admits a bukle that we
ould fold towards FB . Hene, from the remark 4, we obtain l(u) generator vetors
of T cxΣ(B,w). Furthermore, the roots assoiated to the walls whih ontain Fx
annot give any generator of the ombinatorial tangent spae. Hene, only the
m = l(w) − l(u) walls of M(γu,w) \ T (γu,w) =
{
Mβim , ...,Mβi1
}
may provide some
new generators.
On the other side, the hypothesis done (i.e. all the walls met by γu,w are not
all distint), implies that there exists only p walls, D(γu,w) =
{
Mβi′p
, ...,Mβi′
1
}
⊂
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{
Mβim , ...,Mβi1
}
with m > p ≥ 1, all distint and also distint from the walls
rossed by γu,w on whih this gallery admits a generating bend. So, they give p
more generator vetors of T cxΣ(B,w) (Remark 4).
The rest of the walls, R(γu,w) =
{
Mβim , ...,Mβi1
}
\
{
Mβi′p
, ...,Mβi′1
}
are then
equal to some rossed walls or some walls ontaining Fx or some walls of D(γu,w).
Hene, #R(γu,w) = m − p = t + f + c, where t is the number of walls of R(γu,w)
equal to rossed walls, f those equal to walls ontaining Fx and c those equal to
walls of D(γu,w). Moreover, t = t1+ · · ·+ ts, f = f1+ · · ·+ fe and c = c1 + · · ·+ cb,
where the tj 's, fj 's and cj 's are respetively the numbers of walls of R(γu,w) equal
to a same wall of T (γu,w), of {Mu(ν)}sν∈t and of D(γu,w).
By the way, the gallery γu,w admits s maximal bukles on rossed walls, e max-
imal bukles on walls ontaining Fx and b maximal bukles on walls of D(γu,w) (f.
Denition 9). And eah of these bukles provides, by applying part-foldings opposed
to FB , at least as muh galleries ontaining a generating bend as the number tj , fj
or cj whih orresponds to the maximal bukle we started with.
Indeed, let b be one of these bukle, b owns at least as muh bends as the number
tj , fj or cj whih orresponds to it. Let us apply to γu,w the part-folding φ xed by
b (Denition 10), we obtain a new gallery φ(γu,w) whih owns a bukle, image of b.
Let (C ′, F ′) be a bend of this new bukle, then two ases may arise :
a) (C ′, F ′) is a generating bend on a wall that γu,w did not meet ;
b) the gallery φ(γu,w) rosses the wall ontaining F
′
, that means that it has a
bukle on this wall, then we an apply a part-folding to it and repeat the disussion.
At the end, eah maximal bukle will give at least as muh generator vetors of
T cxΣ(B,w) as the number tj , fj or cj orresponding to it.
Hene, if we reount the number of generators whih may arise from γu,w, we see
that dimT cxΣ(w) ≥ r = l(w).

Remark 5. All the ombinatorial galleries above Fx are obtained by part-foldings
opposed to FB from γu,w. So, all the generators of T
c
xΣ(B,w) will be given using the
proess shown in the previous proof. Hene, the T−weights of this spae, Rx, will
ome from the walls we onsider above.
To lose this setion, we mention an important result of C. Contou Carrere.
Theorem 2 ([CC, Part II, §10℄). Let G be a k−semi-simple group of type A. For
any paraboli subgroup P ⊃ B and for all T−xed point x ∈ Σ(B,w), the ombina-
torial tangent spae T cxΣ(B,w) is equal to the Zariski tangent spae TxΣ(B,w).
Thus, we an desribe the singular lous of any Shubert variety in ase of a
group of type A.
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4 Rational Smoothness of Shubert Varieties
First of all, we reall one of the denitions of rational smoothness [CP℄. A projetive
variety Y of dimension r is rationally smooth at y ∈ Y if there exists an neighbor-
hood U of y suh that the l−adi ohomology H i<y>(U) = 0 if i 6= 2r and is one
dimensional if i = 2r. The variety Y is rationally smooth if it is rationally smooth
at every point.
A smooth point is rationally smooth, but there are rationally smooth Shubert
varieties whih are not smooth. This is the ase for our example of the gure 3.2,
see [C2, §7℄ for other examples.
4.1 Combinatorial Tangent Spae and Rational Smooth-
ness
Proposition 6. Let w ∈W/Wt. For all u ≤ w, we set x = u(P ), then
dimT cxΣ(B,w) = # {β ∈ R+, sβu ≤ w and sβu 6= u} .
Proof. First, let β ∈ R+ suh that sβu ≤ w and sβu 6= u, we denote by Mβ the
wall assoiated to this root. Two ases may appear :
1) Mβ separates C from Fx, the fae assoiated to u(P ). Then Xβ is a generator
vetor of T cxΣ(B,w).
2) C and Fx are on the same side of Mβ . Thus, the gallery γsβu,w (f. (1) of
the previous setion for the denition) rosses this wall. Let us onsider the gallery
γ ∈ Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx) image of the folding towards FB assoiated to Mβ of the gallery
γsβu,w. Then γ ontains a generating bend on this wall and that gives a generator
vetor X−β of the ombinatorial tangent spae T
c
xΣ(B,w).
Moreover, the fae Fx annot belong to the wall Mβ sine this is equivalent to
the fat that sβu = u.
Seond, let Mα be a wall that provides a generator vetor of the ombinatorial
tangent spae (i.e. Xα or X−α belongs to T
c
xΣ(B,w)). Let γ ∈ Γ(A, τi, FB , Fx)
denote a gallery whih gives this generator. Then the gallery obtained from γ by
keeping γ until the wall Mα and by following it with sα(γ) is a ombinatorial gallery
that admits Fsαu(P ) as a target. Hene, sαu ≤ w and sαu 6= u sine a wall whih
gives a generator vetor of T cxΣ(B,w) does not ontain Fx.
These two onstrutions are inverse of eah other, so they establish a bijetion be-
tween the set of generator vetors of T cxΣ(B,w) and {β ∈ R+, sβu ≤ w and sβu 6= u},
hene the proposition is proved.

Let u ≤ w inside W/Wt. Let us onsider, following Carrell and Peterson ([CP℄),
the property P(u,w) dened by :
P(u,w)⇔ ∀v, u ≤ v ≤ w, # {β ∈ R+, u < sβv ≤ w and sβv 6= v} = l(w)− l(u),
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where the lengths are taken on the elements of minimal length of eah lass.
As it is remarked in [C1℄, this property is equivalent to the following, for all
u ≤ v ≤ w, # {β ∈ R+, sβv ≤ w and sβv 6= v} = l(w).
Now, let us suppose that P = B, i.e. we onsider the Shubert varieties inside
the variety of Borel subgroups. Then the last onditions, sβv 6= v, in the above
properties, are superuous.
Let u,w be two elements of the weyl group suh that u ≤ w. We denote by Pu,w
the Kashdan-Lusztig polynomial (f. [KL℄, [D90℄). We reall the following result
due to Carrell and Peterson.
Theorem 3 ([CP, Theorem C℄). Let u ≤ w inside the Weyl group W , then the
property P(u,w) is equivalent to Pu,w = 1.
But, in our ase, the rational smoothness of a Shubert variety Σ(B,w) at the
point u(B) is haraterized by the fat that Pu,w = 1 (see for exemple [KL℄ in
the ase the ground eld has positive harateristi and [CP℄ for any algebraially
losed eld). Thus, as a orollary of what we said from the begining of this setion
(in partiular, from Proposition 6), we get :
Theorem 4. A Shubert variety Σ(B,w) is rationally smooth at u(B), for u ≤ w,
if and only if for all u ≤ v ≤ w, the dimension of the ombinatorial tangent spae
T c
v(B)Σ(B,w) is equal to r = l(w).
Furthermore, ombining Theorem 2 of setion 3.2 and Theorem 4, we have the
following result, rst obtained by Deodhar [D85℄ :
Corollary 1. If G is of type A, then smoothness and rational smoothness for Shu-
bert varieties in G/B are equivalent.
Remark 6. This haraterization seems to go through in the paraboli ase, that
is for any P ⊃ B. But, in this ase, it has to be taken into aount the paraboli
Kashdan-Lusztig polynomials to haraterize the rational smoothness of Shubert
varieties in G/P (f. [D91, §6℄).
4.2 Combinatorial Tangent Spae and T−invariant Curves
In this setion, we keep the notations as in setion 3 and we follow the denitions
of Carrell and Peterson [CP℄ about T−invariant urves.
For any projetive T−variety Y , a T−invariant urve in Y is the losure of a one
dimensional orbit of T . Let us denote by E(Y ) the set of all the T−invariant urves
in Y and if x is a T−xed point of Y , E(Y, x) denotes the set of all the T−invariant
urves ontaining x.
First, we reall here some well-known properties of the T−invariant urves in
Σ(B,w) →֒ PartP (G) ≃ G/P.
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For a positive root α ∈ R+, we denote by Uα the unipotent subgroup of rank 1 of
G assoiated to α. And Zα =< Uα, U−α >⊂ G, denotes the opy of Sl2 assoiated
to α.
Every T−invariant urve C in PartP (G) has the form C = Zαw(P ) for some
w ∈W/WtP and α ∈ R
+
[CP, Theorem F℄.
Let u ∈W/WtP suh that u ≤ w for the relative Chevalley-Bruhat order (dened
on the set of minimal length oset representatives for W/WtP ). Set x = u(P ), the
T−xed point orresponding to u.
Carrell and Peterson proved that Zαu(P ) ∈ E
(
Σ(w,B), x
)
if and only if u ≤ w
and sαu ≤ w (and sαu 6= u) [CP, Theorem F℄.
Thus, from the proposition 6 (more preisely from the proof of this proposition),
we obtain,
Proposition 7. To eah generator vetor of the ombinatorial tangent spae T cxΣ(B,w)
orresponds a T−invariant urve in Σ(w) whih ontains x and this spae is spanned
by the tangent vetors to eah of these urves. Hene, #E
(
Σ(w), x
)
= dimT cxΣ(B,w).
Now, we go to the T−invariant urves in the Bott-Samelson variety Σˆ(B, τi).
The set of T−xed points of this variety Σˆ(B, τi)
T
is nite and is equal to the
nite set Γ(A, τi, FB ,−) of all the ombinatorial galleries of Σˆ(B, τi). Hene, there
are at least r T−invariant urves passing through eah ombinatorial gallery [CP,
§2℄.
Denition 11. A T−invariant urve C of the Bott-Samelson variety will be alled
a ombinatorial T−invariant urve if it ontains two ombinatorial galleries γ =
[γr, ..., γ1] and δ = [δr, ..., δ1] for whih there exists a unique j0 ∈ {r, ..., 1} suh that
for all j 6= j0, γj = δj and γj0 = sαkj0
δj0 .
Suh a urve C maps by π on a T−invariant urve in the Subert variety, more
preisely π(C) = Zβπ(γ) = Zβπ(δ), where β = γr · · · γj0+1(αkj0 ). However, there
exists some T−invariant urves in the Bott-Samelson variety that are not of this
kind. This is due to the fat that the ation of the torus T on Σˆ(B, τi) is not
"speial" in the sense of Carrell and Peterson [CP, §2℄.
So, we use the notation C = (γ ⌢ δ) to desribe suh a T−invariant urve, whih
ontains γ and δ as two distint T−xed points.
Moreover, some of the galleries of Γ(A, τi, FB ,−) an be obtained from the gallery
γw ∈ Γ(A, τi, FB , Fw(P )) by a nite number of foldings towards FB (f. 2.4, Propo-
sition 1). Hene, if C = (γ ⌢ δ) ∈ E
(
Σˆ(B, τi)
)
, where δ is obtained from γ by a
folding φα towards FB (α ∈ R
+
), we will denote it by Cα = (γ
φα
⌢ δ). Furthermore,
π(Cα) = Zαπ(γ) = Zαπ(δ).
We now dene the nite graph BScT of the ombinatorial T−invariant urves in
Σˆ(B, τi).
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The set of verties BScT is dened as the set Σˆ(B, τi)
T
of all T−xed points in
the Bott-Samelson variety, i.e. the ombinatorial galleries Γ(A, τi, FB ,−).
And the set of edges BScT is dened as the set of ombinatorial urves in E
(
Σˆ(B, τi)
)
.
For γ and δ in Γ(A, τi, FB ,−), there is an edge between them if C = (γ ⌢ δ) is a
ombinatorial T−invariant urve in Σˆ(B, τi). If this urve is assoiated to a folding
φα towards FB (α > 0), we label the orresponding edge of BS
c
T by φα.
Moreover, we form into rows the verties of the graph (i.e. the ombinatorial
galleries) depending on the distane that separate the hamber FB from the target
of the gallery. Thus the gallery γw will be the unique vertex at the bottom row
of the graph and γ1,w will belong to the top row. As this distane is exatly the
length of the element of the Weyl group that gives the target fae of the gallery, we
have a surjetive morphism of graphs from BScT to the Bruhat subgraph of (W,S)
assoiated to w, hene we say that BScT is above the Bruhat graph of w.
Furthermore, from the previous denition, exatly r = dimΣˆ(B, τi) edges meet
at eah vertex.
To see what suh a graph looks like, let us take the example of §3.2 up again. We
reall that the group G is of type B2 and we x P = B and w = sαsβsα. The set of
ombinatorial galleries Γ(A, τi, FB ,−) is represented in the gure 3.2. And from their
expressions in terms of generators of the Weyl group as points of Pα×BPβ×BPα/B,
it is easy to desribe the ombinatorial T−invariant urves between them. So in this
ase the graph BST has the following form.
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Figure 4.2. Graph of ombinatorial T invariant urves of
^
(B; 
i
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ase B
2
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s
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1
As we an see on this example, some of the T−invariant urves of Σˆ(B, τi) are
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not related to a folding. For the others, the folding an be easily read on the gure
3.2.
Now, we return to the general ase and we desribe a way to read o the gener-
ators of the ombinatorial tangent spae from the graph BScT .
First, let x = u(P ) be a T−xed point of Σ(B,w), i.e. a vertex of the Bruhat
graph of w.
Let us onsider all the verties above x, that is, all the ombinatorial galleries
whose target is Fx. We denote by R
+
x (resp. R
−
x ) the set of all the distint roots
that, eventually, label the edges leaving to the top (resp. arriving from the bottom
to) these verties. Then, we dedue from what has been said from the begining of
this setion the following proposition.
Proposition 8. The set Rx of all the T−weights of the ombinatorial tangent spae
T cxΣ(B,w) (f. Setion 3.2) atually equals R
+
x ∐ (−R
−
x ).
This proposition shows up a new way to alulate the generator vetors of the
ombinatorial tangent spae. For instane, if we go bak to the previous example, it
is easy to see on the graph that T c
sα(B)
Σ(B,w) admits the basis {X−β ,X−2α−β ,Xα}
and if x = sαsβ(B) = sαsβB(sαsβ)
−1
, then T cxΣ(B,w) =< Xα,X2α+β ,X−α−β >.
Thus, we reover the results of setion 3.2.
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